Comparing and Contrasting Medical informatics (MI) and Bioinformatics (BI) and provide a viewpoint on their complementarities and potential for collaboration in various subfields. The authors compare MI and BI along several dimensions, including: (1) historical development of the disciplines, (2) their scientific foundations, (3) data quality and analysis, (4) integration of knowledge and databases, (5) informatics tools to support practice, (6) informatics methods to support research (signal processing, imaging and vision, and computational modeling, (7) professional and patient continuing education, and (8) education and training. It is pointed out that, while the two disciplines differ in their histories, scientific foundations, and methodological approaches to research in various areas, they nevertheless share methods and tools, which provides a basis for exchange of experience in their different applications. MI expertise in developing health care applications and the strength of BI in biological -discovery science‖ complement each other well. The new field of biomedical informatics (BMI) holds great promise for developing informatics methods that will be crucial in the development of genomic medicine, drug discovery and designing The future of BMI will be influenced strongly by whether significant advances in clinical practice and biomedical research come about from separate efforts in MI and BI or from emerging, hybrid informatics sub disciplines at their interface.
INTRODUCTION
New challenges in functional genomics have followed hard on its heels, opening up a wide variety of medical applications. Altman,2 Sander,3 and others4 , 5 , 6
recently emphasized the need for new genomic-based approaches in medicine, such as studying genome-related risk factors for various diseases, developing novel diagnostics tests, creating updated cancer cell classifications, or integrating genetic and medical data in clinical practice. Both bioinformatics (BI) and medical informatics (MI) are widely expected to have important roles in supporting these types of efforts, but whether they Bioinformatics involves the development and application of novel informatics techniques in the biological (especially Genomic) sciences. It is a young, successful discipline, which already has its own professional societies, meetings, and scientific journals focused on a clear research agenda, having contributed critically to the successes of the human and other genome projects. In contrast, MI is a more established field that has pioneered the development and introduction of informatics methods in clinical medicine and biomedical research but has recently found itself increasingly challenged by the emergence of BI.9New approaches in MI have been called for to bridge the divide with BI in developing novel methods for the emerging joint field of biomedical informatics (BMI).10
, 11 , 12 This raises an interesting set of strategic issues for BI and MI, focused around the question: Is enough known already for BI to productively focus on developing methods and tools for enhancing the transfer of genomic results to medicine, and what novel clinically oriented MI methods will be needed to make such transfers a success?
BI AND MI IN MEDICAL RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Beginning in the late 1950s, the introduction of computers into medical settings was followed by the implementation of clinical and bibliographic databases, computerized medical records (CPRs) 
MI AND BI IN INFORMATICS DISCIPLINES
Even before the introduction of computers into medical settings and biology laboratories, one can note some interesting differences between MI's and BI's underlying fields of study. Cybernetics, information theory, and automata theory, emerging in the 1940s and 1950s, introduced ideas critical to the foundations of computer science (CS) and informatics, which usually is taken to embrace CS, information technology (IT), and the information/library sciences more generally. Pioneers such as Wiener, Shannon, and von Neumann, were involved in the study of biological issues and contributed to the thinking that led to breaking the genetic code.36
Cryptographers were also involved in these efforts, using computers to carry out complex calculations to check the feasibility of theoretical proposals for the genetic code, which, while not directly successful, introduced a set of concepts and metaphors into genetics, such as -information,‖ -message,‖ and -code,‖ which were decisive in establishing the centrality of information in genetics through the central dogma of molecular biology. Bioinformatics experienced a more gradual development evolving from the individual efforts of researchers who helped analyze early deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and protein sequence data and, later, the macromolecular structural and functional data needed for genomic discovery. BI was able to build on work in computational biology involving a large number of mathematically oriented investigators and theoreticians.43 When BI emerged in the 1990s, many of its practitioners had already been working on traditional scientific tasks for which informatics methods and software became a practical means to an end, rather than being the primary focus, as in MI.
EMERGING SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGY IN MI AND BI
Biology has been transformed from a largely descriptive science to one grounded scientifically on theories and principles such as Darwin's theory of evolution, Mendel's laws, the central dogma of molecular biology, and the structure of DNA and its functions within cells and their anatomic, organism, and environmental contexts. BI has emerged as the computational driving engine behind the analysis of massive data that support discovery science in genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and the other biological --omic‖ subfields. It is not surprising then, that BI is predominantly oriented to the support of research. It is said often that the field of medicine is as much art as science. 44 Although the field of medicine as a whole has seen dramatic advances in its scientific base during the last century (and last decades in particular), its focus on the management of individual patients means that it has yet to find a unified scientific framework for interpreting the great variety of evidence that such clinical practice entails. The large number of proposed paradigms for medicineevidence-based medicine,45 molecular medicine,46 telemedicine,47 economic medicine,48 technology-driven care,49 and many others-illustrates the heterogeneity of scientific assumptions underpinning its different technologies, which advance unpredictably based on opportunities for improving the quality of individual patient care and, increasingly, containing their costs. The lack of unified theories in medicine may have also contributed to the extreme diversity of directions within MI, with very different subfields emphasizing medical practice, research, and educational applications. The area of informatics itself also covers a wide diversity of technologies and scientific approaches on how to model, represent, and manage information computationally, and there is as yet no unified underlying scientific theory for it any more than there is for medicine. MI's emphasis on understanding and developing practical medical information systems, thus, gets a double dose of breadth and diversity. While biological data share, to a large measure, in all the above problems, they typically are gathered under more controlled conditions as the result of carefully designed experiments based on specific models of instrumentation, observation, and controllable replication. In medicine, factors beyond the physiologic-e.g., psychological/cognitive, socioeconomic, ethical, geographical, environmental-introduce variables that are difficult to define and measure in clinical contexts. The very large range of variation in such factors, coupled with the fundamentally different reasoning problems18 involved in treating individual patients, may explain why many MI systems, such as decision support programs, frequently fail to generate similar or reproducible outcomes outside their institution of origin. Research in biology-and BI-has been laboratory centered with its own sources of variation, but these are more clearly differentiated according to whether they are -in vivo,‖ -in vitro,‖ or -in silico,‖ all recognized as generating different qualities of data, having differing levels of experimental control, and answering different types of questions with various degrees of evidential support.50
MEDICAL DECISION MAKING: QUALITY AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: INTEGRITY AND SECURITY IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Medical informatics has made substantial contributions to data documentation, integration, and networking through the development of standards, medical terminologies, and coding systems (e.g., UMLS, SNOMED, HL7
and these have contributed to our understanding of medical data structures and analytical methodologies. More recently, medical informaticians have been in the forefront of developing ontology-building tools such as PROTÉGÉ,51 computerizing the major text on genetic components of disease52 and developing a highly detailed computational model for medical knowledge needed for the interpretation of increasingly complex and informative imaging modalities-the Foundational Model of Anatomy. 53 Bioinformatics, in contrast, has only recently begun to work on developing ontology's, e.g., gene ontology (GO),54 and related initiatives. The collaborative efforts carried out within the HGP enhanced the exchange of genomic information as a means for accelerating research. Bioinformaticians have built databases for a variety of sequence, structure, and functional data,31 facilitating research efforts in genomics, proteomics, and all the other developing --omic‖ technologies. Given the shared concerns of genetics and medicine in understanding the mechanisms of organism health and disease and their respective informatics methods and systems in BI and MI, one might expect that many standards, coding systems, and ontology's will have to be shared and updated jointly in the future. A case in point is the project in Iceland that is gathering genomic data from a largely genetically circumscribed population. Genomic data from such a controlled group of people should provide significant insight into relationships between genomic and phenotypic information. Researchers expect that this kind of analysis will yield new knowledge about the causes of various diseases and alternative therapeutic approaches.55 , 56
While this kind of work raises expectations, it also presents a serious challenge for molecular epidemiology, given the different types of data gathered under uncontrolled conditions and merged retrospectively in the database 
SUPPORT FROM TOOLS IN DEVELOPING PRACTICE
SIGNAL, IMAGE PROCESSING, VISUALIZATION,COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
Signal and image processing and analysis techniques have been used in MI and BI for many decades. From the perspective of methods and software techniques, no great differences exist between the disciplines, although BI has been closer to biophysical/chemical models of signal processing and analysis, while MI has been closer to the applied, biomedical engineering approaches to analysis and instrument/systems design. These involve devices such as electrocardiography, electroencephalography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging together with the informatics tools for signal analysis and decision support that are in routine use in most advanced clinical settings.
In BI, graphics modeling has been used widely for analyzing protein structures and building three-dimensional models of molecules. The objective of this research is focused on scientific inquiry, to understand better the connection of macromolecular structure and function. Once the structures of molecules or proteins were reconstructed in three dimensions, researchers can anticipate more precisely the functions of a molecule, which also is essential for drug discovery and design. In MI, different types of goals have predominated: two-dimensional and three-dimensional image analysis and reconstruction of images for diagnostic and treatment planning, and threedimensional modeling (and virtual reality methods) for medical training and surgical simulation. Computational modeling of disease processes has been carried out in the context of consultation and decision-support systems and for qualitative description and explanation.59
, 60
Bioinformatics approaches may contribute new insights for MI research in computational modeling and analysis, while MI may contribute to advance research in medicine by building three-dimensional anatomic models that can be linked to specific functions and physiologic processes.
BI & MI IN CLINICAL EDUCATION
In contrast to MI professionals, those in BI have fewer occasions for teaching physicians or patients their informatics craft. While BI professionals may become involved in developing future health prevention and personalized therapy plans, these are rarely ready for deployment beyond the laboratory today.
One of the fundamental challenges for genomics to succeed in achieving significant results in medicine is to educate health practitioners, e.g., physicians and nurses, on its foundations and methods. Physicians will not easily change their reasoning approaches to think in terms of genetic and genomic information, and BI and MI should collaborate to develop methods to enhance this shift in clinical practice. Informatics tools may help by embedding the knowledge representation and problem-solving methods needed to better manage and combine genomic and clinical information. MI and BI developers can facilitate a shift from current practice to genomic medicine by creating user-friendly interfaces and advice systems that facilitate clinicians' work.
However, the fundamental challenge is to discover the essential new knowledge about natural and treated courses of illnesses for such technologies to be widely adopted. Such knowledge is centered on the elucidation of the connections between genotypes and phenotypes and the modeling of diseases by mathematical, logical, and semantic relationships that will provide both the ensemble predictive and explanatory power needed for scientific discovery. It also will provide some new type of prediction needed to make wise individual choices in a complex world of relationships between individuals at the cellular, organ, and whole organism levels and their multifaceted group and role memberships. Past experience suggests this is more likely to come from new observational/data sources, combined with powerful visualization and representation methods that make clinical significance direct and utility obvious and necessary. Informaticians who are also strong biomedical scientists-or biomedical scientists who are also strong informaticians-will be needed. Hybrids of both sorts are few, given the vast amount of knowledge that needs to be mastered, and this is the challenge that faces those involved in education in this new interdisciplinary.
BI AND MI EDUCATION AND TRAINING
The professional differences that have evolved over time and the relatively small overlap of the MI and BI research communities, it is doubtful that a merging of the disciplines will happen easily or in the short term. Yet, a productive area of mixing and interchange may likely emerge even as they preserve their independence. Programs in biomedical informatics such as those at Stanford and Columbia involve common components with concentrations in either MI or BI. Because MI and BI often involve significant differences in background, specialization, and cognitive reasoning style in those who gravitate to and become successful in the two fields, only time will tell what types of combined programs will prove effective in providing good training for future leaders in MI and BI separately or the newly merged BMI discipline.
Cognitive studies of clinical reasoning have advanced over the past decade, but general models for describing it adequately have yet to emerge,61 and MI decision support systems are mainly empirically justified. In contrast, modern (post descriptive) biologists appear to reason in a much more focused way based on scientifically grounded principles of molecular biology, genetics, and evolutionary theory, although they must also bring to bear considerable numbers of heuristics for each domain and type of problem. In general, biologists have been exacting customers for computer applications, being usually directly involved in the efforts to develop the informatics tools that serve their needs of scientific discovery62 and, as such, more conscious of the need for specifications, data models, and software evaluation criteria. In contrast, physicians, on the whole, still tend to avoid analytical and computational methods and experience, which suggests that independent MI expertise, will continue to be needed for developing informatics tools for future genomic-based medicine. MI and BI professionals need to be aware of these differences to systematize the development of informatics systems for medicine and biology.
BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS STRATEGY: AJOINT CONTRIBUTION
Medical informatics and bioinformatics professionals have both made (separately) significant research contributions in areas such as knowledge-based systems, database design, data mining, sequence and structure analysis, and image processing. There are similarities between the fields that bear more exploration. Through our analysis we have seen the potential that both disciplines pose for interaction. Not only do they share many interests, methods, and tools, but each also presents complementary needs and opportunities to the other. The following is a brief analysis exploring the possibilities of synergistic interactions between MI and BI based on their contributions and strengths in differing subfields of research and practice.
Figure1. Graphic metaphor of potential synergies and competition between medical informatics (MI) and bioinformatics (BI) indicating directions from current emphases toward increased interactions and the sharing of methods and tools within biomedical informatics.
Illustrates a graphic metaphor of these potential interactions. It represents the relative strengths of BI and MI in dealing with biological foundations to expertise in building practical medical and more general (consumer Web-based, telemedicine) health care applications. It reflects how MI (on the right side), has historically emphasized the medical/health care system's design and implementation shown in the uppermost stratum of the diagram, leading to considerable development of biomedical informatics software over the last 30 to 40 years. The large arrow pointing from the MI right side to the BI left side of the diagram indicates how this experience might provide a net flow of useful experience, techniques, and methods to BI researchers as they move toward medical applications of gene expression and other array data. In contrast, BI, which is closer to the biological foundations (especially at the molecular and cellular levels) than MI, is represented with a larger area at the bottommost stratum. Here, the large arrow going from left to right shows how MI might benefit from a net flow of experience and methods from BI at these foundational and biological analysis levels.
At the central stratum of informatics methods we have indicated how the exchange of methods, experience, and approaches is more balanced, with arrows of smaller size pointing in each direction toward the zone of potential synergies, which goes down the central diagonal of the diagram. We have deliberately placed the arrows at the boundaries between strata to illustrate some of the nuances of the situation. BI tends to use more mathematical and informatics models currently, while MI tends to be centered on clinical informatics with a predominance of systems, software, and knowledge engineering approaches. The lightly outlined oval superimposed on the central part of the figure represents the potential for competition, focused on the central stratum of informatics methods, which currently tend to be different in both goals and techniques between MI and BI.
Conveys some current opportunities for synergy along the diagonal zone where BI and MI interact. These can lead to fusion within the joint discipline of biomedical informatics (BMI) if the complementarities and opportunities for synergy win out, or continued separation of the disciplines if the contrasts and competitive pressures predominate, as we discuss next.
CONCLUTIONS
The compare-and-contrast summary of disciplinary features of MI and BI has led us to an analysis suggesting that differences between the disciplines are based on differing historical development, scientific content, and informatics goals. We have argued that the features of both disciplines are directly linked to the characteristics of their underlying fields of application: medicine and biology.11 Emphasis in MI has been more technological or engineering like and focused on medical practice, although many efforts (largely academic) have also been devoted to biomedical research activities. Meanwhile, BI has focused on building applications for supporting scientific research. From these historical and scientific viewpoints, both disciplines have grown separately. In contraposition, there also are many areas in which similar objectives and complementarities raise opportunities for interaction and exchange between the disciplines. For instance, many efforts in database integration, information retrieval, standards, anthologies, decision support, multimedia tools, medical records, data mining, user interfaces, or image processing in both MI and BI could be shared and exchanged between the two disciplines. The most important collaboration will be to transfer some of the lessons learned by the professionals of both disciplines in decades of work in many applications and projects to novel BI-MI approaches to genomic-based medicine. In this way, MI can benefit from BI in its experience with problems of scientific inquiry, while MI can benefit BI with its expertise in developing informatics methods and tools for solving medical problems. For a significant shift to occur in medicine, based on genomics, dramatic changes will have to take place in the methodological and cognitive approaches to clinical care. As mentioned above, it is difficult to foresee a rapid and smooth shift taking place in medicine without the contribution of radically new perspectives. Informatics methods and tools, coming from both MI and BI, will contribute to and make possible this new vision and practice of biomedicine.
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